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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
1934-The National League grants the Reds permission to play seven night games at Crosley Field in 1935. Four light towers are 

placed on the grandstand roof and another four around the outfield for nearly $50,000 

MLB.COM 
Reds reportedly considering Puig, Inciarte 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Dec. 11th, 2018 

 

LAS VEGAS -- Reds executives have been reaching out to many clubs and agents to potentially make acquisitions during the 

Winter Meetings. On Tuesday, two of the names on Cincinnati's radar appeared to be Yasiel Puig of the Dodgers and Ender Inciarte 

of the Braves. 

 

Ken Rosenthal of The Athletic reported that the Reds and Dodgers have had discussions involving Puig and that Los Angeles is also 

interested in moving left-handed pitcher Alex Wood. In an interesting twist, Rosenthal mentioned that Homer Bailey could be part 

of the deal going to Los Angeles. The Dodgers would take on the $28 million still owed to Bailey, which would essentially be the 

premium paid to acquire some of the Reds' prospects also. 

 

Reds president of baseball operations Dick Williams declined to get into specifics. 

 

"We've had conversations with the Dodgers, and there have been a variety of permutations," Williams said. "I'm not going to get 

into what we've talked about." 

 

When asked if any of those talks were close to getting a deal done, Williams said no. 

 

"We've had conversations with them about certain guys on their team and other guys on their team, totally independent 

conversations," Williams said. "We've just had different types of talks with them." 

 

Puig and Wood are both entering their final seasons of club control before they can become free agents. As for Puig specifically, 

there doesn't appear to be a natural fit for the right fielder as the Reds already have Jesse Winker and Scott Schebler currently set as 

the regulars in the corner outfield spots. 

 

"I would say that this offseason, our priorities have been more towards pitching and center field than the corners," Williams said. 

 

But since the Reds have feelers out on different deals and negotiations, adding Puig would only make sense in theory if they were 

also looking to deal one of their corner outfielders in order to acquire pitching. 

 

Puig, 28, batted .267/.327/.494 with 23 home runs and 63 RBIs in 2018 with 120 OPS + and 2.7 wins above replacement, according 

to Baseball-Reference. He made $9.2 million in '18 and will be third-year arbitration eligible this winter. Defensively, Puig has one 

of the best outfield arms in the Major Leagues. 

 

If he joined the Reds, Puig would be reunited with former Dodgers hitting coach Turner Ward, who was hired last month as part of 

manager David Bell's staff. 

 

Wood, who turns 28 in January, was 9-7 with a 3.68 ERA in 33 games (27 starts) for Los Angeles last season while earning $6 

million. Over six seasons with the Braves and Dodgers, he is 52-40 with a 3.29 ERA over 172 games (129 starts). 

 

Meanwhile, a source told MLB.com on Tuesday that Cincinnati has been speaking to the Braves about trading for Inciarte. No deal 

appeared imminent, however. It was not immediately known what Atlanta asked for in return. 

 

The Reds are looking to replace center fielder Billy Hamilton, who was non-tendered in November. Hamilton signed a one-year, 

$4.25 million contract with the Royals on Tuesday. 

 



Despite his great defensive ability, Hamilton has never won a National League Gold Glove Award, partly because Inciarte has won 

it in each of the past three years. But Inciarte would also bring more offense as a career .289/.337/.390 hitter over five seasons in the 

big leagues (two with Arizona and three with Atlanta). He was also a 2017 NL All-Star. 

 

Inciarte, 28, has three years left on the five-year, $30.5 million contract with a $9 million club option for 2022 and a $1.02 million 

buyout. 

 

Over 156 games in 2018, Inciarte batted .265/.325/.380 with 10 home runs, 61 RBIs, 28 stolen bases and a 90 OPS +. He accrued 

3.4 wins above replacement, according to Baseball-Reference. 

 

"I'm not getting into the specific trade talks," Williams replied when asked about Inciarte. 

 

A potential free-agent center fielder came off the board when the Phillies and Andrew McCutchen agreed to a three-year, $50 

million contract according to MLB.com sources. Williams couldn't speculate if that deal could affect the market as they talk to other 

free agents. 

 

"I don't know if the players that are out there will peg themselves off of him or not," he said. "We have not had conversations with 

anyone who has referenced that deal yet." 

 

General manager Nick Krall said that the Reds checked in on McCutchen, and Williams added the club was not competing to sign 

him. 

 

Both Williams and Krall characterized Tuesday as a busy day meeting with clubs and agents, but they couldn't handicap whether 

any moves would be completed during the Winter Meetings. 

 

With Cincinnati enduring four straight last-place finishes in the NL Central with more than 90 losses in each of those years, 

frustrated fans are viewing this week as pivotal. But the front office is playing the long game and not placing added pressure on 

themselves to leave town with done deals. 

 

"I understand that fans get anxious to see what new players might be on the team," Williams said. "I can understand that, but it's just 

a long offseason. We've talked with a bunch of teams and media members, and everybody is saying the same thing: It just takes 

longer into the offseason now to get the bulk of the deals done. We don't have any control over that time." 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

Cincinnati Reds and Los Angeles Dodgers involved in trade talks at Winter Meetings 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 10:30 p.m. ET Dec. 11, 2018 

 

LAS VEGAS – There are many moving parts and no guarantee that it will end in anything concrete, but the Reds had multiple trade 

discussions with the Los Angeles Dodgers on Tuesday as they continue their search for pitching and a center fielder. 

 

Dick Williams, the Reds’ president of baseball operations, declined to talk about any specifics in the trade talks and said no deals 

were close. Ken Rosenthal, of the Athletic, reported there are packages that include outfielder Yasiel Puig and pitcher Alex Wood. 

It’s possible Homer Bailey could be included in a potential deal, according to Rosenthal.  

 

“We’ve had conversations with the Dodgers and there have been a variety of permutations,” Williams said. “I’m not going into what 

we’ve talked about, but we have had conversations with the Dodgers.” 

 

The Dodgers are shopping Puig because of their depth in the outfield and it gives them a chance to use his salary to acquire a top-

tier free agent or trade target. Puig is projected to make around $11 million next season, according to MLBTradeRumors.com’s 

arbitration predictions. He hit .267 with 23 homers and 63 RBI last season while working with new Reds hitting coach Turner 

Ward.  

 

The 27-year-old Wood had a 3.63 ERA in 33 games last year (27 starts). The Dodgers want to upgrade their rotation – possibly with 

Cleveland’s Corey Kluber – but have extra starters that they could trade.   

 

With money to spend this offseason and a goal of acquiring multiple pitchers, the Reds’ front office members spent most of their 

day Tuesday talking to other teams and agents. 

 



The Reds don’t feel pressure to complete a signing or trade during the Winter Meetings, but they want to keep a firm grip on the 

ever-changing market. Reds general manager Nick Krall said the club had preliminary discussions with outfielder Andrew 

McCutchen, who reportedly agreed to a three-year, $50 million contract with the Philadelphia Phillies, to learn about his asking 

price.    

 

“I understand that fans get anxious to see what new players might be on the team,” Williams said. “I can understand that – it’s just a 

long offseason. We’ve talked with a bunch of teams and media members and everybody is saying the same thing: It just takes longer 

into the offseason now to get the bulk of the deals done. We don’t have any control over that time.” 

 

Looking to make multiple moves, the Reds aren’t latched onto one target. Their goal is to keep track of all the moving pieces. 

Earlier in the offseason, they made a trade offer for left-hander James Paxton, who was dealt to the New York Yankees. They’ve 

shown interest in lefties Wade Miley and Dallas Keuchel. MLB.com reported they are talking with pitchers J.A. Happ and Lance 

Lynn. 

 

“We're not trying to, like, wait until the end and get all the leftovers,” Williams said. “We have to find the deals that are fair, so we 

can do multiple ones. We're not taking the approach of chasing and paying huge premiums to be first.” 

 

The Reds are taking a similar approach with available center fielders. They’ve had discussions with A.J. Pollock and they are 

looking at others through potential trades. 

 

None of the talks have resulted in a move during the offseason yet, but the Reds are confident they will improve their roster for next 

season. 

 

“We're looking at having the best possible team going into 2019 for 2019,” Krall said. “At the end of the day, if it's waiting, that's 

what we have to do. If it's go get a guy then that's what we have to do.” 

 

NEW TITLE, SAME JOB: It’s the first Winter Meetings for Krall after he was promoted to General Manager in May, but his job 

title didn’t change many of his duties this week. 

 

Krall, who joined the Reds in 2003, already built relationships with many agents when he started working on minor league deals and 

arbitration contracts 10 years ago. What’s the biggest difference this year? 

 

“It's probably the first year we've had a legitimate chance to go get people we've wanted to go get,” Krall said. “In the past, we were 

wading through the market, so it's different in terms of that.” 

 

Krall noted that the Reds were mostly searching for complimentary pieces during their 2010-13 stretch because they had younger 

players throughout the roster. 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds mailbag: Will the Reds make any moves during the Winter Meetings? 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 4:04 p.m. ET Dec. 11, 2018 

 

LAS VEGAS – Speaking with people from other organizations, they all mention that the Reds are talking about pitching. It’s a clear 

need and the Reds are checking on essentially all available options. 

 

Does that translate into a move during the Winter Meetings? That’s hard to say. With teams and agents in one place, it helps 

increase dialogue, but some dominoes have yet to fall. The Reds weren’t serious players for Patrick Corbin or Nathan Eovaldi, a 

pair of pitchers who have already signed. 

 

Here’s my best shot at answering some of the questions that were sent my way on Twitter: 

 

Why do I get the feeling that "watching things" will be the only activity the Reds engage in at these meetings? - @Wrong_Verb 

 

I understand the skepticism and don’t blame any fans who are taking the wait-and-see approach. Obviously, fans want to see some 

moves during the Winter Meetings, but it's usually up to the players when they want to sign. 

 

The Reds made a competitive offer to the Seattle Mariners for James Paxton, according to league sources, but the Mariners liked the 

New York Yankees’ package better. They aren't sitting on the sideline, but I don't know if that means they'll make a splash by 

Thursday.  

 

Depending on if any of them are traded or not, what minor leaguers do you expect the Reds to call up this year? - @CincyFanZone 



 

The Reds had nine players make their MLB debut in 2018, though a few of them ended the season in the minor leagues. Not 

including any of those guys, I’d expect top prospect Nick Senzel and reliever Jimmy Herget to make their debuts in the upcoming 

season. 

 

There will be more throughout the year, potentially an outfielder and more pitchers. Center fielder Jose Siri and second baseman 

Shed Long are on the 40-man roster, which gives them a better opportunity. 

 

Realistic expectations for what pitchers they can acquire? Guess at the payroll? - @JustinRipley 

 

My guess at the payroll would be around $130 million because that’s what Enquirer columnist Paul Daugherty wrote earlier this 

offseason. I would be stunned if it entered the $150 million range. 

 

With that payroll in mind, I think there’s a long list of free agent pitchers available like J.A. Happ, Wade Miley and Matt Harvey. I 

think they are more likely to try to trade for a frontline starter, but they have some interest in Dallas Keuchel. 

 

I hear there is a good chance we will see Senzel play for the Reds this year. How far out do you think it will be before we see 

Trammell play for the Reds? - @That_Dude_TJ 

 

I think Nick Senzel has a good chance to make his MLB debut early in the season. It may not be right out of Spring Training – 

teams sometimes wait a few weeks with top prospects because of future arbitration reasons – but he proved he could hit well at 

Triple-A last year when he was healthy. 

 

Taylor Trammell is more likely for the 2020 season. He still needs seasoning in Double-A and/or Triple-A. He was solid at the end 

of the Arizona Fall League, but he just needs some more time to develop. 

 

Will any deal for Kluber/Bauer include Scooter or Senzel, and which would you trade? - @JoshuaC6323 

 

I don’t think the Indians would trade for Scooter Gennett. They want to slash some payroll, which is why Corey Kluber and Trevor 

Bauer are being made available, and Gennett will make around $11 million through arbitration next season. 

 

Would Nick Senzel need to be included to acquire Kluber or Bauer? Probably. He’s close to the Majors, which makes him attractive 

to other teams. If it were me, I’d lean toward Kluber. 

 

As active as Reds claim to be in pursuing top free agents, do u believe we would sign one who would cost us a high draft pick? - 

@topgun2448 

 

They’ve shown interest in Keuchel and center fielder A.J. Pollock, so I think they would be willing to do it if the price was right. If 

the Reds signed either of them, I believe they would lose their third-highest pick in next year's draft. 

 

Are they still pursuing sonny gray? - @IAmAlexDeSelms 

 

I haven't heard anyone say the Reds aren't interested in Sonny Gray, but there are other teams involved like the San Diego Padres. 

That'll raise the price a little bit. The Reds have an obvious connection as pitching coach Derek Johnson coached Gray in college, 

though it’s not up to Gray to pick a team. 

 

If unable to sign a starting pitcher, does Lorenzen get a starting chance, move to sign Scooter long term? - @lfthandd22 

 

I could see the Reds giving Michael Lorenzen a chance to start, but they might view him more valuable as a long reliever. Lorenzen 

would certainly welcome the chance to start. I’m not sure there is a correlation between signing a starter and a contract extension for 

Scooter Gennett. 

 

When’s Pete Rose going to be allowed in the HOF?? - @jnkiii 

 

It won’t be under commissioner Rob Manfred, who already denied reinstatement, so I wouldn’t expect it any time soon. 

 

We sign Harper yet? - @e5d47e65ab2e4fa 

 

Not yet. 

 

 



THE ATHLETIC 
 

Will Reds find ‘right time to strike’ on major moves at Winter Meetings? 

By C. Trent Rosecrans Dec 11, 2018     

 

LAS VEGAS – Imagine Yasiel Puig circling the bases at Great American Ball Park, another popup that found a glove at Dodger 

Stadium in the seats at his new home ballpark. When he gets past the high fives of teammates, including starter Dallas Keuchel, he 

plants a big kiss on the cheek of hitting coach Turner Ward. 

 

It’s December and the Winter Meetings are ongoing, but that’s what the dead of winter is made of – dreams. 

 

Even the dreams of the Reds at the Winter Meetings were boring for the last few years – maybe they’d take someone in the Rule 5 

Draft on the final day of the meetings. For the first time since moving Alfredo Simon and Mat Latos on the final day of the meetings 

in San Diego in 2015, the Reds are players. 

 

And for the first time that nearly anyone can remember, the Reds are not only players at the Winter Meetings but players trying to 

get better and get better now. 

 

The Reds have talked to the Dodgers about Puig and others, sources have told The Athletic, and are also in on Cleveland’s 

sweepstakes for one of their pair of front-line pitchers in Trevor Bauer and Corey Kluber. 

 

For now, these are just talks, but what is noteworthy is that the team is talking. 

 

The Reds’ wish list is long and daunting: two starting pitchers, a center fielder and even possibly a reliever. 

 

The team has money to spend – and could even overspend in some cases – but it does not have unlimited funds. 

 

“We’re trying to find the right time to strike, whether it’s a trade or free agent,” said Dick Williams, the team’s president of baseball 

operations. “It’s not that prices have to drop to rock bottom. We have some resources to do deals but we have to find the right deals 

that allow us to do multiple. We still have to work within our overall parameters. We have to find the right time to strike on each 

one.” 

 

The lobby at the Mandalay Bay here in Las Vegas has been filled with talk of the Reds, something that is different. The team is 

reportedly talking to anyone and everyone – agents, teams, whatever. 

 

“The Reds are going to be aggressive, there’s no question,” Cubs General Manager Jed Hoyer told Chicago beat writers on Monday. 

“They’ve been building and accumulating talent for a number of years now and I think they feel like it’s sort of ‘go time.’ We saw 

how aggressive they were with their coaching staff and I think that they’re going to start making player moves also. Listen, their 

record hasn’t always shown it. But their offense has been, at times, a force over the last couple years, trying to get through (Scooter) 

Gennett and (Joey) Votto and (Eugenio) Suárez and all those guys.” 

 

That’s the hope now, that you can squint and see a team capable of competing in the game’s most competitive division. 

 

That starts with pitching, and the Reds haven’t been shy in admitting it’s their goal to #GetThePitching. 

 

The race to #GetThePitching may have started with the hashtag-less quest to get the coaching, landing Ward, pitching coach Derek 

Johnson and other well-regarded coaches to join new manager David Bell in the Reds dugout. 

 

Johnson’s familiarity with free agent Wade Miley and trade target Sonny Gray have been used as connections to get those pitchers 

to Cincinnati. Ward and assistant hitting coach Donnie Ecker have their own reputations to aid in getting the hitting. The Reds need 

a center fielder and while Puig hasn’t played center with any regularity since 2014, the position is less challenging at Great 

American Ball Park than anywhere else. The last time the Reds made the playoffs, in 2013, they did it with Shin-Soo Choo in 

center. 

 

“That’s one of the factors in not being comfortable in paying Billy (Hamilton) what we were paying him,” Williams said on 

Monday. “You could argue we can have room for a little more offense, a little less defense out of our center fielder.” 

 

The additions, which are not expected to be insignificant, will be part of a puzzle – one with some expensive pieces. 

 



The outfield at the moment has two left-handed-hitting corner outfielders in Jesse Winker and Scott Schebler. Schebler can play 

some center, as can the right-handed-hitting Phillip Ervin. None of the three would likely be considered full-time center fielders in 

an ideal situation. 

 

The Reds have talked with A.J. Pollock’s representatives and he’d be a higher-priced addition to the outfield that wouldn’t hinder 

the team’s ability to sign high-priced free-agent pitching. 

 

The team could reach out for trades, dealing from the prospect pool it has accumulated over five consecutive losing seasons. It’s all 

in play, Williams and General Manager Nick Krall have said repeatedly leading up to and at the Winter Meetings. 

 

The team hasn’t yet made any actual moves, so there is understandable skepticism about something happening. The dirty secret is 

that the Winter Meetings isn’t as much for wheeling and dealing as it was in the past or as its television presence may now make it 

seem. It’s as much a trade show and job fair as it is a place where deals are made. The Reds sent 61 employees to Las Vegas for the 

meetings. That includes not just the front office and scouts, but also the media relations department, the trainers, the clubhouse staff, 

ballpark operations people and even more. This gathering encompasses more than just the people putting together the 25-man roster. 

 

Even if the Reds leave Las Vegas empty-handed, spring training will still be two months away and the first game more than a 

quarter of a year in the future. 

 

“I understand that fans get anxious to see what new players might be on the team. I can understand that but it’s just a long 

offseason,” Williams said. “We’ve talked with a bunch of teams and media members and everybody is saying the same thing. It just 

takes longer into the offseason now to get the bulk of the deals done. We don’t have any control over that time.” 

 

But they do have control of deals that will get done, and just what it could look like if they do. 

 

Transactions 
 

12/11/18  

Toronto Blue Jays released SS Troy Tulowitzki. 

Pittsburgh Pirates traded RHP Ivan Nova to Chicago White Sox for Future Considerations and RHP Yordi Rosario. 

Kansas City Royals signed free agent CF Billy Hamilton. 

Texas Rangers traded CF Drew Robinson to St. Louis Cardinals for 3B Patrick Wisdom. 

Oakland Athletics signed free agent C Chris Herrmann. 

 

 

 
 


